
 A Common Definition

A Common Definition is a hybrid community / digital interface supporting the (a) discussion of the 
commons and its future. 

“The commons is the cultural and natural resources accessible to all members of a society, 
including natural materials such as air, water, and a habitable earth. These resources are held in 
common, not owned privately.”1

 This is the current English language definition of Commons as recorded by Wikipedia.  

Context

Across Britain there lingers the historical concept of common land – a practice of shared access to 
resources such as pasture land for grazing livestock which was severely restricted following the acts
of enclosure in the 17th century. 

The Nordic “right to roam / everyman's right” –  jokamiehenoikeus (Finnish) or allemansrätten 
(Swedish) – allows individuals the right to camp, pick berries, fish, hunt and swim on land not 
directly associated with crops or housing. These rights are associated with responsibilities such as 
appropriate use of fire and waste. The right to roam even extends to tax-free sales of berries picked 
under these conditions. 

These European historical concepts provide ways of thinking about the commons. What other 
similar concepts exist around the world: in Mongolia or Mexico City for example?  How do 
people's individual contexts and privilege (or lack of) shape their way of thinking about commons?  
Is it possible for people to collaboratively write a universally understandable definition of commons
– let alone successfully engage with each other in the actual commons?

Project Description

The proposed project –  A Common Definition – is presented as a digital space in which participants 
collaboratively work together to define the term commons. In parallel the interface confronts, 
educates and informs users about the challenges of commons use and management: all participants 
will be writing, editing and rewriting in the same limited size text box. 

The digital component of A Common Definition is supported and enhanced by a facilitated 
workshop in which participants develop scenarios and actions around specific commons themes.

A Common Definition will be based on the collaborative writing tool Etherpad-Lite which is 
licensed under Apache License v2.0. 

Creating a plugin to customise this open source tool to limit the text size and installing a public 
instance of the project are the primary technical tasks for the first release. 

Subsequent to the creation of the interface is facilitating the editing process at festivals, activist 
events and hacker spaces.    The primary mode of engagement will be facilitating groups of people 
in discussions around the commons and then asking them – individually – or in small groups  - to 

1Wikipedia contributors. "Commons." Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia. Wikipedia, The Free 
Encyclopedia, 2 Jun. 2015. Web. 15 Jun. 2015. 



collaboratively edit the definition text to suit their understanding of the commons. 

Between events, the interface and existing definition(s) will persist online and remain available for 
editing.

Residency Proposal
If A Common Definition is successfully funded and hosted by Servus I will be able to dedicate 
myself to making the Etherpad plugin, and developing the facilitation structure for the workshop 
activities of the project.

The €1000 fee will primarily be used to subsidise travel from my home in Linz to Brussels and 
Cornwall where I will work with members of the FoAM network to develop the facilitation 
structure and refine the technical component.   Books (both technical and related to the theme of 
commons) and additional materials for use in the workshops (sticky notes, markers, flipcharts) will 
also be purchased using the residency fee.

The final interface will be ready for presentation and an associated workshop in Linz during 
November. Prior to this the interface will be available and shared online for feedback and testing 
with an “offline” test of the basic facilitation trialled during a Permaculture Design Certificate 
course in August-September.  Applications are also being prepared for other festivals and 
residencies including Piksel 2015.  

Time Plan
End July 

• Etherpad plugin development started 
End August

• initial workshop development with FoAM Brussels
• paper-based workshop trial during Permaculture Design Certificate Course in Cumbria,
• Etherpad plugin development

End September 
• first release of plugin available for testing, functional features finished

◦ live plugin installed on servus.at hosting
◦ code released on github

• workshop structure draft finalised
mid October 

• second plugin release – debugging and functional improvements
• second workshop presentation with digital component

mid November 
• Workshop using customised Etherpad presented for Servus.at, Linz, Austria.

Pippa Buchanan, is an Australian facilitator and educator based in Linz, Austria. Formally trained in
computer science she has worked as video game developer, taught in universities in Australia, 
Germany and Austria and ran a pilot project for the Mozilla Foundation.  She has also worked on a 
number of commons and boating related projects including Control of the Commons (2012) with 
Time's Up (AT),  Floating Village V (2014) and the interactive installation Boss of the River (2015). 
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